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• Two-beam Test Stand

• Effects of  high-gradient on beam

• Mutipolar components – octupole

• Increase in Califes capabilities – ideas
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Two-Beam Test Stand

Uppsala's main contribution
- from planning via realization to experimental results
- funding from Swedish VR and Wallenberg Foundation
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RF Breakdown Studies
Hot Coulomb Explosions

Magnus Johnson's Licentiate thesis

Theory:
• electrons are removed from 

plasma created during RF 
breakdown

• the remaining ions to undergo a 
Coulomb explosion.

Theoretical and experimental 
verification at 30GHz test stand

Model of  arrival time spectrum for 
ions with different temperature with 
3 free parameters fitted to data
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RF Breakdown Studies

Flashbox at TBTS:
Time resolve spectra of  electron and ion 

emission from RF breakdowns

Magnetic spectrometer at XBOX2

Transverse position reconstruction of  BD locations

Spectrometers

Electron energy spectrum from single BD

Needs klystron 
powered structure
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RF Breakdown Studies
Breakdown-kicks

Transverse momentum kick to the beam will lead to beam emittance growth, with 
subsequent degradation of  the collider luminosity

Andrea Palaia's PhD thesis

The study worth continue with the 
following improvements:
• Better structure alignment
• Stable conditions and higher statistics 

(klystron driven cavity at 25Hz)
• Measurement of  beam energy
• Dependence on power level/pulse 

length

Worst case scenario 
RF breakdown in first part 

of  CLIC linac  4 µrad

Up to 90% geometrical 
luminosity loss
but far from hitting 
sensitive structures
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Two-Beam Test Stand
RF octupole component

RF fields in the CLIC structure have an octupolar component 
90° out of  phase of  the main accelerating field

Jim Ögren's forthcoming PhD thesis

Transverse scan of  the beam

change in beam position gives strength of  the octupole component 

change in beam size gives incoming transverse beam matrix
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Two-Beam Test Stand
Beam based alignment

From the beam position shifts due to the octupole component of  the 
RF fields we can also determine the center of  accelerating cells.

This can be used as a beam-based alignment method.

Beam position shifts due to octupole kicks

Scan the beam transversely using steering magnets
or by moving the girder

ONGOING experimental work …
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Ideas for extension
CTF-Note-105 (RR+VZ) (2014)

'Long' bunch with
energy chirp Blue: makes wake-field

Red: is affected by w.f.

Slotted collimator projects
out short bunchlets (idea
from LCLS)

Use dog-leg as bunch-compressor

Optimize R56, k, φ0 to get

a few tens of  μm long bunches
Supporting idea presented 
by Andrea Latina on Monday
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Diagnostics of large momentum spread beams

Maja Olvegård's PhD thesis

• Higher emittance
• Change in the Twiss parameters.

Segmented beam dump

Method related to using time-varying transverse 
fields to obtain information about the beam 
Two kicker magnets ‘paint’ beam on OTR screen
Two sweeps: circular and linear

Use at CLIC main beam after IP or end of  drive beam

Could it be tested in Califes?
Need many bunches with high charge per bunch
Need kicker magnets – reuse from CTF?



Conclusions
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Cavity test stand with klystron

would allow us to revisit

- High gradient experiments
- More kicks
- More ion studies 

- Diagnostics with octupole fields 

Bigger ideas, more investments required

- Extending CALIFES with short bunch capabilities
- Creating drive and witness beamlets to study effects 

of  short-range  wakefields
- Large momentum spread beams: Maja’s idea never 

proven experimentally, maybe can be done at 
Califes…


